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Mall 
plan
 
given council okay 
By Carolynne Born 
After four months of revision,
 Sen Antonio Mall, the San Jose Redevelopment 
gency's ( SJRA ) rejuvenation plan for the downtown area, was 
given  the go-
ead by City Council last week. 
Council, which was seeing a new scale model and 
accompanying  diagrams for 
e first time, 
approved  it unanimously. 
The
 project is a development being financed by Saga Enterprises
 of Menlo Park. 
e project will take up the space between Third 
and  Fourth Streets and San 
arlos and San Fernando streets. 
That
 area now serves as a student parking lot 
perated by Ampco 
Auto Parks Company. The plan calls for a 
hotel, various 
ommercial outlets and a apartment -garage building. 
The garage is 
being 
financed
 by the city of San
 Jose 
and is 
the 
only parking 
structure
 planned. Saga 
will 
finance
 the
 apartment
 complex. 
Saga is now negotiating for a loan and will report to the agency when one has 
been secured, according to Al Schlarman, real estate 
consultant  for the agency. 
After that, bids will open and the project will hopefully, according to agency of-
icials, have "a simultaneous ground breaking with the rest of the mall." 
After council's decision, Jack Dusthimer, SJRA agency head, presented Ken 
ohnson of Johnson, Leff ingwell and Associates, San 
Francisco, with the order to 
begin the working 
drawings. Johnson's firm is the landscape 
acchitect
 for the mall 
roject.  
The agency will begin accepting bids on Aug. 15 to sell land surrounding the 
mall. Construction is scheduled to begin Oct. 1 and to be completed approximately
 
one year. 
Jim 
Amis of Rock wise, Odermatt, 
Mountjoy  and Amis ( ROMA ), San 
Francisco,
 
esign consultants for 
the  project, presented the 
revised
 landscape design to 
uncil members
 and other city 
personnel  Thursday.
 
Amis explained details of the scale model, noting how the cascade fountain had 
been scaled down.
 
tudent
 
protester
 
still
 in 
prison
 
camp  
By Janet
 Parker 
When Darrell "Gino" Varadin went 
to prison, he 
expected  to stay less than 
one year. 
However, Varadin, a former
 SJSU 
student arrested in the 1971 campus 
Standard Oil 
uprisings, is still in jail. 
His arrest was 
three  years ago today. 
Prospects for his release
 by summer 
are 
bleak.  
Varadin, 23, is being held at a King 
City
 prison 
camp. 
Richard
 Ferry, a 
former 
student activist 
and friend of 
Varadin's, warns that any attempts to 
communicate with
 the prisoner through 
the media may jeopardize Varadin's 
chances 
of release and certainly would 
place
 him in a "maximum security 
positon." 
Ferry lived 
with Varadin at the time
 
of the arrest. Varadin received
 a six 
months to life 
sentence. That sentence 
was the result of a "deal" 
made bet-
ween the district attorney and 
Varadin's own lawyer, at that time, 
Sam Cohen. 
In the 
compromise,
 Varadin
 was to 
take the 
rap on a 
charge  of 
felonious  
assualt 
against
 a San Jose
 police officer
 
whose
 collar 
bone  was 
broken  in 
the  
scuffles.
 
As 
part
 of the deal,
 remaining 
felonies and one 
misdemeanor 
against
 
him were 
dropped. Felonies 
against  13 
others 
arrested  that 
day  would be 
reduced 
to 
misdemeanors.
 
"It sounded
 like an attractive deal 
but it wasn't a firm thing," Ferry said. 
Varadin agreed to the deal and has
 
been paying
 for it since. 
Ferry explained the
 events leading to 
the Standard Oil recruitment
 day 
arrests were gradual. Unusual things 
began 
to
 happen at the home in 
which  
they were living. 
The home, in the Gardner 
District,
 
was occupied
 by several persons active 
in the San Jose liberation Front 
( SJLF ), a coalition of various radical 
groups seeking 
political goals. He said 
their house was a frequent target of 
police activities including 
surveilence 
and harrassment. 
"But 
nothing  drastic was happening 
at that 
time,"
 he said. 
On Oct. 31, 
1970  President Nixon 
came 
to
 San Jose and the 
SJLF
 was 
involved in a demonstration and march 
to the Civic Center. As the 
President 
left the building 
there was some con-
frontation and pushing but 
nothing
 
signifigant. 
However, within 10 days, the
 house in 
which  they were living was trashed and 
rocks 
thrown through windows, Ferry 
said. The 
episode  was "scary," he 
added. 
A second incident occured in January. 
The SJLF held a 
meeting to discuss the 
U.S. invasion of Laos. While their house 
was empty, a rock was again thrown 
through the 
window(  and their cars were 
vandalized. 
"We didn't know whether to call the 
police or 
not  because we felt the police 
did it," he said. 
However, the real
 problem began 
when 
Standard
 Oil employment 
recruiters came to 
the campus on 
March 4. Student activists grouped to 
protest the oil
 company's 20 year
 lease
 
with the South Vietnamese 
government  
for drilling
 oil  of their land. A picket 
Beside  the stairway
 leading down from
 the 18-foot bridge
 connecting the 
mall 
with the plaza 
development across
 the street, an 
elevator  is available 
for those who 
don't 
wish to take 
the  stairs. 
The
 staircase descends on a curve so that it is surrounded
 by water at any level. 
Various landings extend from the stairway
 so that pedestrians may stop and sit by 
the 
water.  
A feature added to the original mall design
 is an activities plan, designed by 
Marshall Kaplan,
 Gans and Kahn of San Francisco. Associate Leslie Wells 
said  the 
firm had interviewed more than 120 special interest groups to determine com-
munity use of the mall. Among those were
 arts, ethnic, women's groups and civic 
fraternities. 
"The base of the population," Wells said, "consists
 of students and the elderly." 
She attributed this to the 
locale  of SJSU and elderly persons who live in nearby 
apartments and hotels. 
Craft vending, chamber of commerce
 activities, performances by street 
musicians and local theatrical groups, annual events and convention and city 
displays are among proposed activities
 the mall will accomodate. 
City ordinances 
are to be rewritten by City Attorney Peter Stone to accomodate 
the street
 musicians and  other 
performers. 
"It will be patterned after those ordinances now used in San Francisco and 
Berkeley," Wells said. 
Council's decision Thursday ended four months of work by Johnson and Lef-
fingwell in reworking the original design, which 
council  had rejected in October. 
Council's objection at that time had been to the cascade-fountain to be located
 at 
the southwest corner of Third and San Antonio streets. Council 
members indicated 
it was too massive and conflicted with the rest of the design. 
Vice Mayor Janet Gray Hayes had said, "I don't like
 the fake rocks." 
Councilman Jim 
Self
 had commented, "From Third Street, you can't tell it's a 
fountain; it just looks like a brick wall." 
Darrel Varadin 
line was formed in and
 around the area 
of the Student Union. 
Campus security 
was on stand-by as well as San 
Jose
 
Police. 
Ferry explained the trouble started 
when a mock oil tanker
 was 'thrown 
around 
and some shoving started. 
"A lot of people don't
 realize we were 
set up," he said. "It was the 
culmination of a campaign
 against us 
that lasted eight
 months:" 
In the first
 confrontation between 
police and students, three persons were 
arrested. Police brought
 in paddie 
wagons to the  Student Union loading 
dock and led those out. 
Varadin, according to Ferry, 
was 
among a group 
of 14 persons arrested in 
a second incident. Ferry 
said  Varadin 
was 
caught  throwing a rock at a police 
car. 
"The
 only thing to do when 
attacked  
is 
attack back," Ferry 
stated. He said 
he feels that 
was the situation for 
Varadin.  
vow 
Storm brings out umbrellas at SJSU 
As the rain 
falls  around her, a student of 
SJSU walks out of the 
Business
 
Building 
with  a umbrella over her head in 
hopes of protecting herself from
 the 
watery elements
 of the rainy season. 
Academic  
council
 
to
 decide 
on 
revised  A.S. 
constitution
 
A new 
constitution  will 
be the main 
item 
on the 
agenda
 at today's
 
Academic 
Council
 meeting at 2 
p.m. in 
Engineering 327. 
The council 
constitution  has 
been 
under 
revision  by the 
council
 and the 
Organization  and 
Government  Com-
mittee  for four 
years.  
Dr. Ted 
Norton,  committee 
chair-
man, 
said the revision 
was necessary 
because the 
present  council is 
"too big 
to do 
business  
effectively."
 
The 
new constitution 
will  "reduce the 
A.S. 
allocates
 
student
 
budget  
to organization 
The A.S. special allocations com-
mittee unanimously Friday recom-
mended that A.S. council 
allocate $2,700 
among seven campus  organizations, 
leaving the fall semester's 
special 
allocation's 
budget  virtually empty. 
The committee recommended the 
council give the Rugby Club $500 to be 
applied toward tournament
 dues, of-
ficials fees and equipment. 
This recommendation was made with 
the understanding that 
the A.S. would 
not be liable for insurance for the 
players, according to 
A.S. Vice 
President 
Rick Marks. 
The committee also recommended 
that the African Student Union
 receive 
$500, the Organization of Arab Students 
$500, the Chinese Cultural Club $500 and 
the SJSU affiliate of the American 
Chemical Society $150. 
The committee also recommended 
that the 
housing  board program receive 
$300 to be used "soley for a housing 
survey." 
size of the council and increase the 
faculty element in the
 council," he 
explained. 
The proposed 
"Constitution of the
 
Academic  Senate" will 
have 24 faculty, 
7 administrators
 ex -officio, 
six 
students, 
one alumni and one
 support 
staff
 ( including 
secretaries,
 
technicians
 and others) as 
members. 
There will also be a 
resolution 
presented by Professor George Sicular 
asking that the Interim Appointment 
Policies (75-25 
policy ) be suspended. 
Sicular said he believes,
 "the policy 
and it's effects have
 not been 
thoroughly analyzed 
and debated." 
-I'm not trying to define a final policy 
at 
this  time," he stressed. 
He
 said he 
would
 like to see the current policy 
remain in effect until a 
new policy can 
be made.
 
The interim policy 
calls  for 75 per 
cent of the
 faculty to remain tenured
 or 
probationary while the 
other  25 per cent 
will be temporary ( 
having a one year 
contract.
 
City Council in turmoil 
over odd -even
 
system  
By Barbara Price 
A resolution 
urging  gas station 
operators to 
post the hours 
when gas 
would 
be sold became 
the center of 
discussion  at a 
San Jose City 
Council 
meeting, 
earlier  this week. 
The resolution was 
adopted after an 
outburst of 
concern  by 
councilmen  over 
the 
problems the 
odd -even 
voluntary  
gas allocation
 system 
is
 causing San
 
Jose residents. 
Mayor
 Norman Mineta
 triggered the 
dicussion
 near the
 close of the
 meeting 
by mentioning
 the 
numerous  phone 
calls 
he had 
received
 from 
citizens  
frustrated by 
long waits 
at filling 
stations. 
Vice Mayor 
Janet Gray Hayes,
 who 
formulated
 the resolution,
 said many of 
her constituents 
were unable to 
get  
gasoline  during their 
working hours 
and  couldn't get it 
at any other time.
 
Hayes 
had  received 
calls  from 
citizens 
who  were using 
most of their 
gas 
in attempts to 
find  an open  
station.
 
Councilman 
Jim Self 
recommended  
that radio
 stations 
give  frequent 
reports
 of dealers open for business. 
Then Councilman Joseph 
Colla en-
tered the discussion
 by saying "It's 
absolutely unspeakable, when 
you see 
people having to 
go five to 10 miles to 
get 
fuel."
 
Reiterating "absolutely" and 
"in-
credible", Colla cited a 
Shell station on 
Curtner Avenue 
that was causing 
"massive transportation 
problems."  
He also 
complained  that cars aiming 
for a station on the corner of 
Hamilton 
and Meridian 
Streets
 were, "backed all 
the way 
to the post office. 
"We can't blame the operators of 
fuel
 
stations," said Colla 
"We  have to blame 
the oil 
companies."
 
City Manager Ted Tedesco said 
drivers with odd license 
numbers  felt 
they were getting the short end of the 
stick because many of 
the gas stations 
were 
closed  on Saturday, leaving only 
two days to get gas. 
The Hayes resolution was adopted 
although  council members 
acknowledged that the situation ap-
peared to be changing rapidly. 
SLA  
kidnaping
 
shakes
 
both
 rich
 and 
poor
 
Services 
at Glide 
Memorial
 Church 
By
 Barbara 
French 
The Symbionese
 Liberation Army (SLA
 ) kidnaping of Patricia 
Hearst has shaken the 
foundations  of both rich 
arid  poor. But 
it is adversely
 affecting the poor,
 those whom the SLA
 claims to be fighting
 for. 
Many  of the state's needy 
have denounced the act 
and, as illustrated by 
last
 Sunday's Glide 
Memorial
 Church services, 
many are steering 
clear of any association
 with it. 
The 
Feb. 4 kidnapping was 
allegedly  committed to 
punish
 Miss Hearst's parents,
 San Francisco Examiner
 Editor Randolph 
and University 
of California regent 
Catherine
 Hearst, for crimes 
they
 have committed against
 "the people." 
Before  beginning negotiations 
for Miss Hearst's release, 
the  SLA outlined a "sincere 
gesture" food distribution 
demand.  In 
the original 
demand,  since revised and 
restated  by the SLA and the 
Hearst's  Glide Memorial 
Church
 was named as one site 
for the 
distribution  program.
 
But Glide's 
congregation isn't pleased. 
Many  of them are afraid of the 
SLA  and aren't coming to 
services,
 a Glide officer 
volunteer
 said. 
Glide Memorial Church,
 located at the northwest corner of 
Taylor and Ellis streets in San 
Francisco  became a news word 
several years ago
 when it arose as a Bay 
Area
 leader in the revolution 
against organized religion. 
Glide is especially known 
for  its unorthdox rock -style church 
services,  a conglomeration of hand
-clapping,  foot -stomping 
and
 
aisle -dancing, and 
for its vivacious Minister
 of Celebration
 and 
Involvement,
 the Rev. A. Cecil Williams. 
Glide is also known for its active 
role
 in stressing community action, especially
 for the benefit of the poor and oppressed,
 
rather than religious 
doctrine. 
Two weeks ago Glide
 and the Rev. Williams hit the news once more 
when Williams received an anonymous telephone 
tip 
which led to 
the discovery of the SLA's second tape 
communique. Again the congregation 
wasn't  pleased. 
"If you're a 
first-time  visitor to Glide you 
probably think that everything
 you've heard and read 
about Glide was a lie," 
said
 
the spokeswoman, the 
same one who almost 
dismissed the SLA 
telephone
 tape tip as a 
hoax.  
"Usually  we're packed by this time (20 
minutes
 before the 11 a.m. 
service,
 but there 
are plenty of seats left. You wouldn't 
know it was Glide," she said. 
Such was the 
case at the 9 a.m. service, too, she added.
 "The congregation was mostly guards 
and the Rev. Williams didn't 
even show
 up. He's been working the 
past two days and nights on 
this Hearst case." 
She didn't expect
 to see Williams at the 
11 a.m. service, either. 
The first -timers 
approximately 50 out of an audience
 of 350, probably didn't even notice 
the drop in attendance. 
The  church was packed 
by 11 a.m. People overflowed
 into the aisles, lined the 
walls and sat silhouetted 
against  blue and 
green  
stained-glass
 
windows.  
Everything appeared to be the way Glide's 
story has 
been
 told and re-told; music, people, flashing 
lightsnever a dull 
moment. 
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Spanish
 
touch in 
cars
 
It 
has  come to 
my atteotion
 that 
a 
rumor  is 
circulating
 to the 
effect
 
that
 all 
Mexicans
 own
 or 
drive 
only 
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'67 Chevies. I would like 
at this 
time to refute this false rumor. 
Some of us also own '66
 Chevies. 
In this day of cultural lag, many 
inanimate entities appear around 
us, surround us and then 
saturate 
us. We 
neither examine or reject 
them.  We, for sake 
of mental 
convenience, elect 
to pursue the 
course of 
less
 confrontation. We 
accept
 themno questions asked
and hope that those that advocate
 
their use have our 
best interests at 
heart. 
Their 
value,  nature and origon 
take a back seat 
to mental con-
venience. 
With  this in mind I realized the 
following  observation. 
While cogitating the energy 
crisis,
 automobiles, my existence 
and all the dirty dishes in the sink, I 
came about a discovery.
 Though it 
is well known that the goal of each 
and every Macho Mexican youth is 
to eventually own a 
"Shebee"I  
have made a new stride. 
The Anglo-American auto in-
dustry is a progressive industry. It 
is bilingual. 
Yes,
 bilingual. Not 
only is it 
possible to procue an 
Essex, Dart or Falcon., one can 
also procure a Pinto, Vega, or 
Montego. Although we ( Ftaza ) may 
have problems
 pronouncing 
church, sheet, or cheat. This is not 
the case with the names of auto 
models. 
 
N1 
1(
  11 a ( ; 4 )11ZaieS 
Pinto,  Vega,
 Montego, 
El 
Camino, 
Matador,  
Ranchero,
 
Ventura,
 Monte Carlo,
 Capri, 
Toronado,
 Torino, 
Pantera,  and 
even one by the 
mythical name of 
El Dorado. 
However,  calling it 
progressive
 
could very likely be an 
error. 
It could also be 
theorized  that it 
is 
actually  collusion by the fattest 
of the fat cats in the Calvinist
 
capitalistic machine. 
Due  to their 
inherited biological
 dislike of their 
one-time  rival, Spain, they now 
seek
 to influence the Spanish 
speaking of the United States of 
Anglo-America into purchase of 
expensive horseless 
carriages;  this 
being 
accomplished  through
 
ascription of Spanish
 names to auto 
models. 
In this manner the 
Spanish 
speaking are kept 
in their 
miserable
 state while the calvinist 
become 
more  and more opulent. 
However, I make no claim that 
this be true and 
correct,  it is only 
an 
interesting
 observation. 
Whatever 
the  origin of the Spanish 
name -ascription phenomena, take 
notice that it exists. In the future, 
whenever the opportunity arises to 
pronounce 
"Pinto"  or "Vega," 
pronounce it with pride as a 
reflection of your cultural diffusion 
to Anglo-America. Don't just say 
"Vega",
 say "Vega" I the latter is 
in Spanish).
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A 
world
 
of
 
shortages
 
( What did 
you say? Oh, I 
haven't got the 
typewriter 
plugged in? 
WellI  can't find 
a free outletOh,
 
there's one. 
Yes, I'm writing
 an editorial.)
 
"Crises" and 
"shortage"  are 
two
 words that 
have
 
become 
synonymous  with the 
American  lifestyles 
and 
that have
 permeated the
 somewhat 
tedious  duty of 
day-to-day
 living. 
Here in 
this
 uncertain 
world  in this 
uncertain
 time 
we
 go from one 
crises
 to another, 
living
 from a meat 
shortage one 
day to a gas 
shortage  on 
another  to an 
energy 
crises on 
another.  
And while 
the  nation suffers 
under the squeeze 
of the 
ever developing 
new  shortages, 
what
 does the in-
dividual  do to 
help
 the situation 
and alleviate the
 
problems such
 shortages cause?
 
Nothing.
 
( Huh? Oh, I 
had  to turn up the 
light
 in order to see 
the type 
a little better. So what 
if we have four lamps 
on in here. I mean 
whose going to 
know?)
 
A casual sort
 of attitude seems to become
 the 
average
 American as he sits in 
his home and feeds off 
the power
 sources he has been attached 
to for so long. 
It is time for this average 
person  at home to do his 
share and work with 
renewed
 energy to salvage what 
natural resources
 we have left us. 
Now days it is imperative to our survival  to con-
stantly be on guard against the unnecessary use of 
material goods we 
really don't need or have little use 
for. 
(What dear? I left the water running 
in the sink 
again? Oh! Ok. I'll get to it in a minute. 
I've got a great idea going here and that 
reminds
 me 
A good example of 
what  I am  talking about is the 
possibility 
of a shortage of fresh water supplies to 
feed, not only this generation, but those generations 
that must populate the earth after us. 
What will be left for them? 
Do we expect them to solve for themselves the 
problems we have left them today? 
What kind of a people are we anyway if this is our 
attitude. 
(What's that? Yeah, I know the filter for the pool 
isn't really 
working all that good. So why 
don't you 
just drain it 
tomorrow. I mean I sure don't want to 
swim in that kind of 
water.
 And besides its been a few 
weeks
 now since its 
been refilled.) 
Or 
perhaps
 the meat shortage is another source of 
anxiety for a household with several children. At the 
steep price rises in meat today, it is no time to waste 
what you have or are likely to get in the next few 
months or years. 
(What
 is it 
now?
 What?
 A pound
 of 
hamburger  
left
 
on the
 kitchen 
counter? 
Well I'm 
certainly 
not going 
to 
eat that
 garbage.
 Can't 
you  find 
the  dog? 
Oh
 well, 
then  
Kathy  
Noon
 
throw  it away I guess.) 
... 
Think  of other 
ways yourself
 in 
which  you
 can 
get  
the 
most
 out 
of 
your
 meat
 dollar. 
Winters  and increased
 electricty bills
 
And, as of last winter; schools,
 resort 
areas  
and  
some 
business  had to shut down  during the 
coldest
 
months of the year because of that 
worst 
crises
 
of 
them allthe energy crises.
 
(What now? Oh, In it's watching
 a 
movie.  Yeah!
 can 
watch
 TV and 
type
 at the 
same time. After
 all,
 
I'm  
only doing an editorial for 
tomorrow.)
 
Only we can carve 
our future 
out 
before
 
us,  and only 
we can see that
 this future does not include
 a lack of 
energy  sources to keep us 
going until alternate ones
 
can be found. It will only be through ... 
(You
 think it's too hot in 
here?  A 
little
 I 
guess.
 I was 
trying  to dry out a sweater that
 got wet when I was out 
in the rain today. 
Oh, I already have the dryer going to see if I can 
fluff up that quilt a little). 
... our constant 
scrimping and saving that we can 
avoid the fact of a future crises when it inevitably 
hits.  
It is up to all to... 
(Oh 
... 
What is it now? The 
electric
 knife?  
I think it's 
in 
the top drawer next to the 
dishwasher.
 
Why 
do
 you need it? Oh ... to cut up 
the hamburger 
to throw 
it
 down the garbage 
disposalOk.  
So 
where was I?) 
to...to...to always keep an eye
 out for the future and 
what it may 
bring.  After all how many of 
us
 five years 
ago would
 have predicted the 
shortages
 of today? And 
how many of us are
 vigilant enough to realize 
the 
potential for the 
crises
 of tomorrow? 
Too few. 
(Huh? Oh I 
thought
 I'd set my hair for 
tomorrow  and 
the electric
 'curler set gives my 
hair  so much more 
bounce.
 
You're going to 
bed?  All right. I set the blanket 
on 
eight, is that 
warm enough? And I 
cleaned  the bath 
room today, don't 
forget,
 and your toothbrush is 
plugged 
into
 the other socket. Oh sure I found room. 
No, I didn't blow a fuse. I haven't done that for 
weeks now. 
Honestly, you'd think I had no sense of respon-
sibility.  
Yes, I will remember to 
turn
 out all the lights, the 
television, the radio, and the rest of the house when 
I'm finished.
 
No I won't forget like I did last night and the night 
before. 
Yes, I know Thomas Edisons aren't born every 
day.)  
Remember, America, 
it is up to everyone of us to 
solve these problems. Government can't do 
everything and after
 all, Thomas Edisons aren't born
 
every day. 
Letters
 to the 
editor  
Corerage lacking 
Editor: 
In between 
assigning and run-
ning an unending sequence of 
inane  
rehashes of Time
-Newsweek -
National 
Lampoon
 reviews of The 
Exorcist,
 Paul McCartney record 
albums,
 and 
various  
other  
manifestations
 
of
 popular 
bad 
Guest 
Column    
Jewish 
Defense  
League  condemned
 
 
Organization of 
Arab 
Students
 
Last week in the 
"Mideast  in the 
World 
Today"
 class the 
two guest 
lecturers  received 
a threat from 
the 
right-wing  extremist
 Jewish 
Defense 
League  (JDL). 
We were happy
 to note in 
Friday's Spartan 
Daily,  Hitters 
condemnation
 of the JUL 
tactics.  
We 
believe that 
most Jewish 
Americans 
who support 
Israel 
probably share 
the Hillel view 
and  
reject 
the JDI,'s 
tactics. 
Unfortunately,  we 
feel most U.S.
 
Zionists are 
mistaken in 
viewing 
the  JDI, as 
being  an isolated
 group 
divorced 
from  the 
Israeli  reality.
 
The 
fact of 
the  matter
 is that 
Israel 
resembles  
much
 more 
the 
JDL  in its 
philosophy 
and politics
 
than
 U.S. Zionists
 realize. 
It 
has been 
really hard 
for the 
U.S. 
Zionists  
to 
absorb
 the im-
plications
 of their
 
support
 of 
Israel.  
To 
support
 Israel
 is 
in now
 way 
different
 
from 
supporting
 the 
racist
 
state
 
of 
South
 
Africa.  
Israel
 
like 
South 
Africa  
is
 a 
White  
colonial
 settler 
state 
that is 
hated
 
by 
the 
African 
natives
 and 
has 
been
 
imposed
 
on them 
against
 
their
 
will.  
Israel,
 like
 South
 
Africa,
 
existed
 
through
 
the  
victory of 
its 
army,  
who, 
armed
 
with  
Western
 
technology,
 was able
 to contain the
 
natives and 
defeat them.
 Israel, 
like South
 Africa, is 
a racist 
entity  
that
 insists 
on
 the 
supremacy  
of 
one ethnic 
group over 
the other. 
Israel, 
like  South 
Africa, has
 
benefited 
from strong
 British and
 
U.S.
 support 
to guarantee
 its 
existence  and 
exploitative
 politics. 
Israel and
 South 
Africa  are 
foreign  
racist 
states  hated 
by the 
people
 of 
the 
area. 
Both  
Israel
 and 
South  
Africa
 preach
 ethnic 
superiority
 ( it 
was the 
German 
claim  to 
ethnic  
superiority  
that led
 to the 
tragic 
murder
 of six 
million  Jews). 
When
 U.S. 
Zionists
 say 
they  
support  
Israel,  
they
 are 
by 
necessity
 supporting
 a 
state  
which
 
is 
in no way
 different
 from 
South  
Africa.  
By
 
necessity
 it 
means 
supporting
 a strong
 army,
 police 
force,  
endless 
wars,
 torture,
 
human
 
misery
 and 
exploitation
 of 
the 
natives. It 
is also by 
necessity, 
contrary  to 
all the 
Jewish  
liberal
 
ideas 
that
 they 
have 
been
 brought
 
up 
with. It 
is 
sufficient  
to
 take 
one 
look at 
the 
composition
 of 
Israel's  
ruling 
parties and 
their  
extreme
 
right 
wing  
positions  in 
the 
last
 
elections  
( Dec. 1973)
 to 
understand
 
this grim 
reality
 and 
all
 the 
im-
plications
 that follow from sup-
porting it. 
In the last 25 years a 
wall  of 
silence was 
imposed  on the 
Palestinian Arabs in their attempt 
to explain 
their cause to the 
Western world;
 more so recently 
with the rise of the 
Palestinian 
revolution and it's demand for a 
"democratic non-sectarian state" 
where Christians, Moslems, and 
Jews can live together in peace in 
the 
place  of Israel. 
For us Arabs, last week's threat 
came 
as
 no surprise. It is routine 
and synonymous to the Zionist 
reality which we reject. We can 
understand the surprise and total
 
rejection of the Hillel people of the 
incident and we appreciate their 
gesture. 
On the other hand, we wish to 
point out to the Hillel 
people  and 
the Zionists in the Jewish com-
munity, that the incident is not an 
isolated act. It is rather part of the 
price
 in violence, morality and  
human ethics that has to be paid in 
order to impose a settler state on 
the natives against their will. 
The Israelis, by 
now,
 accept 
violence as a way of life. To them a 
vocal Palestinian such as Dr. 
Kawish explaining the Palestinian 
democratic demands is a 
dangerous enemy. More dangerous 
is a non -Zionist and Jewish jour-
nalist, Fred Lowe, who has just 
returned from the Palestinian 
camps to talk of the new reality he 
has witnessed there. In the eyes 
of 
the 
generals  of Tel Aviv, both Lowe 
and Kawish have to be kept quiet. 
They know too much and might 
speak the truth. 
In 
the last year, over 50 
Palestinian intellectuals
 
(professors, poets, writers and 
journalists) were 
assassinated  by 
the Israelis in the streets of Rome, 
Paris, Stockholm and Beirut. The 
assassination was 
carried  out by 
the "Mossad," the official Israeli 
army goon squad of which the JDL 
are advanced
 scouts. 
Last week's action in San Jose is 
only 
a small episode in the long 
campaign  to impose silence on the 
Palestinian Arab people (those 
who were kicked 
out  of their homes 
when 
Israel  was born). After all 
Israel's prime minister, Gold Meir, 
repeatedly maintains, "They do 
not  exist."
 
Riad 
Kbourg  
Pres. 
taste,
 why not put a few of your fine 
arts
 staff on the creative writing 
program right here 
at San Jose 
State? 
I mean, 
here
 it is March, and to 
date no review 
has  yet appeared in 
the Daily, this 
academic  year 
of any SJSU-based literary 
publication, excepting 
Susan 
Hathaway's story on Samisdat
 
Nov. 2. 
The  Reed, SJSU's literary 
organ since 1948, 
has had one 
much -cut review of an issue 
nearly 
a year old, by which time another 
double  issue had appeared and the 
"review" was rendered pointless.
 
Otherwise The Reed has 
been 
mentioned primarily in connection 
with 
funding
 squabbles
 involving 
the A.S. Councilin no way the 
most important fact behind it. 
Continuing, I 
might note 
that 
The  
Tower Anthology, has 
not yet 
received so 
much as a 
mention.  
You didn't hear of it? 
I know damn well 
you  did. I 
handed half a 
dozen of your 
reporters  and one 
of your editors 
the releases 
myself,  complete with 
names,
 addresses, phone numbers
 
and anything 
else  necessary 
to
 
gaining 
further  
information.
 
Then 
Engligh 
lecturer
 and 
poet
 
Harold  Norse 
is soon to 
bring  out 
the second 
edition of 
Bastard 
Angel,  
featuring
 Anais
 Nin, Jack
 
Kerouac,
 Gerald
 Malanga,
 and 
Allen 
Ginsberg.  I seem
 to recall 
Bruce  Jewett
 interviewing
 Norse, 
but I 
haven't
 seen a 
story appear
 
about it and 
it's been two 
months. 
Or how 
about  Rob 
Swigart's  now -
defunct 
Rapport? 
For  a year it 
functioned,  printing
 some of the 
best-known
 authors in the
 United 
States, 
as well 
as
 on -campus 
writers. 
Yet  it never received 
one 
word in 
the Daily. 
Neither the 
latest issue of The 
Reed nor 
the  latest of Samisdat 
has  
yet received 
reviews  that were 
actually 
promised  us by your 
staffers.
 
Bob Hass 
Younger  Poet's prize 
winner, was here all last fall. 
Did 
the Daily note him?
 
Robert
 Burdette Sweet 
is 
recognized  as one of the top 
short 
story  writers in the 
west. Has the 
Daily ever 
interviewed  him? 
Wake up, 
people. While 
your'  
fooling  around with crap 
out o 
Hollywood and 
Madison Ave., 
you're 
missing some 
real 
newsmakers right
 in your own 
back 
yard.  God help the 
art
 and 
drama departments if 
they'r 
suffering  
this
 way. 
Merritt Clifton 
Editor -In -Chief, SAMISDAT: 
Editor -In -Chief, THE TOWE 
ANTHOLOGY:
 
Production Editor, BASTAR 
ANGEL:
 
formerly Production Editor,
 THE 
REED 
Septilrada error 
Editor: 
The  statement
 made 
by Paul 
Sepulvada 
quoted  in the 
Feb.  21, 
edition 
of the 
Spartan
 Daily,
 and 
reiterated  in 
the Feb. 
26 edition, 
referred 
to Mr.
 Sepulvada
 as 
chairman  of 
the Young  
Democrats.1
 
The Young
 
Democrats
 Club
 on 
this 
campus,  if 
in fact 
one does 
exist, is 
not  a 
member
 of the
 Santa 
Clara
 County
 Federation
 of 
Young  
Democrats,  
nor  of the
 Young 
Democrats
 of 
America.  It 
is
 also 
not 
recognized
 as 
an
 authorized
 
club 
chartered 
by the Santa
 Clara 
County 
Democratic
 
Central  
Committee,  
which  is 
the  legal 
chartering
 
authority
 in 
Santa  Clara
 
County.
 
Therefore,
 any 
statements
 
made
 
by Mr. 
Sepulvada
 
do
 not 
reflect  
the  
feelings
 and 
concerns
 
of 
the  
Young  
Democrats
 in Santa 
Clara
 
County
 
nor  the 
Young
 
Democrats
 of 
America.  
Bryce
 
L.
 
Vradenburg
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Sexism  
a prevalent  
prejudice' 
By Valarie
 McInroy 
"Sexism is 
the most subtle 
form 
of prejudice
 and the
 
most
 
prevalent,"  said Dr. 
Celeste 
Brody,  assistant 
professor  of 
education,  
during a 
discussion  of 
"Changing WomenCha-
nging 
Times"
 Wednesday 
night.
 
Brody discarded 
her
 
prepared speech 
in favor of a 
discussion because the 
audience numbered
 only five 
persons,  four women and one 
man.  
Her 
presentation is part of 
a series sponsored
 by the 
Black Masque Senior 
Women's Honor Society. 
"It's not a women's 
liberation movement really, 
although it's called 
that,"  
said Brody. 
"That's
 the 
media's word and that's 
many 
women's  notions. It 
started out as a middle class 
movement  because women 
wanted a piece of the pie,"
 
she continued. 
Discussing 
what
 she terms 
"institutional
 sexism," she 
said that 
women  are asked to 
face the problem 
of com-
bining two 
careersraising 
a family and a professional 
job. On the other 
hand,
 it is 
assumed that men have only 
one careertheir jobsaid 
Brody.
 
Brody began the 
session by 
passing around
 a cartoon 
from
 the Saturday Review. 
It depicted a woman 
speaking  to her husband and 
the caption read, "I'm not 
trying to 
insinuate  anything, 
but 
have  you noticed that 
almost all the Watergate 
characters are men?" 
As Brody sees it, the 
problem is 
that  men set 
standards and rules because 
they are in power positions. 
She looks 
forward
 to the 
day when a woman can be 
"as average as a 
man on the 
job." 
"Right now a woman 
college
 graduate 
makes  
about $200 
more a year than 
a man 
with  an eighth grade 
education,"  
she said. 
Brody 
traced  the 
history
 of 
the  feminist 
movement. 
"I think the picture
 is a lot 
bleaker than
 we think," she 
said. 
"As  a matter of 
fact, in 
the last few 
years things 
have gotten worse for 
women." 
Brody explained "how sex 
got into the Civil Rights Act" 
of 1964. 
"Including the sex clause 
was a move by a Southern 
senator to prevent passage 
of the Civil Rights Act. It was 
assumed that once sex was 
inserted as a clause, no one 
would take it seriously. And, 
interestingly  enough, 
that  
was so," she 
explained.  
Brody said although the 
legal and economic positions
 
of women 
are important 
issues, she no longer thinks 
Protester 
still  
in 
jail 
continued  
from
 page 1 
"That 
was  a big 
mistake,"  
he 
said. "We 
should 
have
 
taken over
 Tower 
Building 
and 
forced Bunzel
 to come 
out
 and ask 
that
 amnesty 
be 
granted  to 
those  kids."
 
The 
compromise
 that 
ensued was 
an effort to 
"balance the
 books" 
on the 
part of the 
court, 
Ferry  said. 
"I 
really 
don't  know 
if 
Gino hit 
that cop," 
Ferry  
said. "I don't 
think  he did." 
The student 
was sentenced
 
and sent 
to
 Vacaville 
prison 
hospital
 for three 
months.  At 
the
 end of the 
three  months, 
a medical report
 was to have 
been sent 
to the judge to 
determine if any 
changes 
should be 
made in 
the 
provisional sentence." 
None were made. 
Ferry 
said the 
felony  
charge
 itself was 
assault 
with  a deadly 
weapon.  
"To my knowledge that 
deadly 
weapon  was his 
foot," 
Ferry cited.
 
"Gino wasn't just a 
cracy 
anarchist
 who was a 
troublemaker,"
 he friend 
said.
 "He was really a 
humanist.  He had a 
lot  of 
idealistic ideas 
about how 
life could 
be
 under another 
system where people
 are not 
exploiting 
each other." 
He says Varadin has 
been 
a "model 
prisoner" and the 
reason  he has 
been
 denied 
parole three 
times  has been 
vague.  
The last two times
 he has 
faced the 
parole  board, 
Hearst 
kidnaping 
shakes
 
rich, 
poor 
continued from page 1 
"I've been wanting to 
come here for six months," a 
first-time visitor said. "This 
Hearst case was a push, but 
I'd probably have come 
anyway." 
Spirit was high, too. 
Prayers and song ended on a 
note of hand
-clapping and 
united but not mandatory, 
amens. But that's not 
unusualjust the 
rhythm of 
a Glide church service. 
When the Rev.
 Williams 
appeared, in a leap from 
stage left, the only surprised
 
faces belonged to 
regular 
members who heard he was 
absent at the 9 a.m. service. 
Moving among the "bad 
people," the 
bearded
 
reverend, clad in a bright 
pink and green smock 
shirt 
and sequin 
patterned pants, 
let loose his driving baritone 
with, "My eyes have seen the 
glory of the coming of the 
Lord..." 
His sermon focused on the 
importance
 of peopleall 
peoplea theme often used 
by Williams. 
"YOU people," he 
ad-
dressed sternly, "ALL 
people, you 
people  are the 
most important things of the 
world. It is up to each and 
everyone of us to make this 
the most hip, most groovy, 
most honest and most 
committed world in our 
history."
 
Halleluia, a 
voice  rang. 
"There are so-o-o-o many 
dead people,"
 he continued, 
waving his arms and kicking 
his legs. "People 
have
 GOT 
to  get with 
it, not only for 
their children,
 or their 
children's
 children, but if we 
want a world for ourselves 
we've GOT 
to change it 
NOW." 
"People tell 
me, Cecil, 
you're
 too now," he said. "I 
say you're too past." 
With arms 
uplifted,
 the 
Rev. 
Williams led the 
audience in a round of "We 
Shall 
Overcome"
 and left. 
Nothing was said about 
Miss Hearst,
 the food 
distribution program, 
or
 the 
SLA except
 for a quick 
announcement
 at the end of 
the service for volunteers.
 
The first
-timers  left 
talking 
about the unusual
 
music and atmosphere,
 the 
regulars 
left
 talking about 
tension.  
"There's something going 
on, they 
whispered.  "Did you 
see 
those body -guards 
around
 the reverend.
 Oh-
heeee were 
they
 big and did 
they 
whisk  him off the 
stage
 
in a 
hurry.  And 
look
 around, 
this 
is the fewest 
number of 
people 
we've  had in 
a long 
time."
 
But  
anyone,
 
anyone,
 
could
 
have  
been
 
in 
the
 
audience,
 
the  
office
 
volunteer
 
said.  
4\\1110P%
 
Look into it...
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An Eight Week 
SessionJune
 20 to 
August  15 
Tuition: $250 
For more information. write or Call:
 
Office of Summer Sessions 
22 Wheeler Hall 
Berkeley 94720 
Tel
 
842-5611  
Varadin
 has had a job lined 
up, plans to live 
with his 
family in Camario, Calif., 
and intentions
 of returning to 
school. 
"All his stars
 were in the 
right place," his friend said. 
Instead of parole in 
October, he was told to 
return
 to the board in nine 
months. Three of those 
months are to be 
spent  in 
Vacaville for study as part of 
a special program. 
"The fact he's going to the 
program might be good," 
Ferry said. However he also 
expressed 
some  fear of what 
kind of things reportedly 
take place in Vacaville. 
The former student has not 
been 
forgottn.  A benefit to 
raise legal fees for him was 
held at 
Jonah's  Wail coffee 
house  last month. Drake said 
about 50 friends of Varadin's 
turned out and $40
 was 
collected.  
According
 to his two 
friends, Varadin has been 
taking 
a U.C. extension 
course in economics, has 
not  
been involved in any fights 
or altercations, and
 has been 
learning the welding
 trade. 
Celeste Brody 
No funds 
Public Interest Research 
Group (PIRG),
 a nationwide 
campus-centered consumer 
interest 
organization at-
tempting to start a chapter 
at SJSU, received
 no funds in 
A.S. President Ruth 
Leonardi's preliminary 
budget proposal Wednesday.
 
Originated  
by 
Ralph  
Nader  in 
1971, 
PIRG's  
have
 
spread 
to 138 
campuses
 and 
a 
movement
 had
 been 
building 
in recent
 weeks
 (I° 
start a 
chapter
 at 
SJSU. 
' 
While 
Leonardi's  exclusion 
of PIRG in his budget 
proposal did slow 
the group's 
effort to 
become
 funded, 
there
 is still a 
strong  sen-
timent in favor
 of PIRG in 
the 
A.S. Student 
Council.  
And, with 
the Council's 
support 
( they voted 
17-0 in 
favor of PIRG's 
idea) there 
is still a chance
 to acquire 
AS. funds. 
the Double Dill of the Year. 
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of the feminist movement 
solely in these terms. 
She 
said  the psychological 
implications 
of the 
movement 
are important. 
"Most of us can behave 
like men. Men can behave 
like women. It's 
just that we 
have been socialized dif-
ferently," 
said Brody. 
"Most women are un-
willing 
to destroy the egos 
that men have. And I think 
that's very important, since 
most women 
are  willing to 
protect and support 
men  
understanding
 very well 
what that may mean for 
them 
personally and 
professionally,"
 she said. 
"So the ramifications of 
the change for men are just 
incredible  and very few 
people are many 
dealing 
with it,"
 Brody concluded. 
Lobbyist
 speaks
 
on 
Proposition
 9 
Ed 
Koupal,  director 
of
 the 
People's Lobby 
will speak 
tonight at 
227 N. First
 St. 
Koupal 
will  be speaking
 on 
the
 "illegitimate 
marriage  
between government
 and big 
business,"
 according to 
Steve  
Robinson,
 area 
coordinator
 for the lobby. 
The People's
 Lobby, 
formed in 
1971
 by Koupal and 
his 
wife 
Joyce, 
is now 
sponsoring
 the 
Political  
Reform 
Initiative.
 
According  
to
 
Robinson,
 
Proposition
 9 
will
 "dissolve
 
the 
unholy
 alliance"
 between
 
the  
government
 and
 big 
business.
 
Admission  
is free and
 open 
to
 everyone,
 
according
 to 
Robinson.
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LAW 
SCHOOL  
INTERVIEWS 
A representative of the 
College
 
of 
Law,
 University of San 
Fernando Valley, will be on 
campus Monday the 
11th
 day 
of March at the Career 
Planning 
Placement Center. All Law 
students are urged to attend. 
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CALIFORNIA
 STATE 
UNIVERSITY,  
CHICO  
TRAVEL 
STUDY
 
1974
 
EUROPE:
 
JUNE
 26
-AUGUST
 
4, 
FREE 
TRAVEL
 TO AUGUST
 
24* 
Kilkenny, 
Ireland$974  
Florence, 
Italy$934
 
Regensburg,
 
Germany$974
 
GreeceYugoslavia$97
 
Travel,  room & board, six 
units inclusive
 
CRUISES:
 
 EnglandP&O Lines, All 
one  class, 
June 19 -August
 12, 3% weeks "floating
 
classroom,"  six units of 
credit
 in film 
and art; 2 weeks 
in London, free travel 
to 
August  4; cruise to 
Miami  and jet to 
San 
Fransisco
 $1395 complete 
.1 
 
AlaskaP&O  Lines; July 6
-July 20; 
many ports of call, 2 
units in Geogra-
phy; 
$592
 
complete 
MEXICO:  June 23 -July 26 
 Guanajuante, 
Mexico;  6 units of credit
 
in Spanish,
 culture, Mexico today, etc.; 
Travel  to center not included; 
$348
 
complete; 
Optional tours 
to
 Mexico 
City and 
Guadalajara,
 $428 
EAST AFRICA: June 26 -August 24 
 
Kenya and Tanzania; In Africa 
June
 
29 -August 9; six 
units in African 
Studies, $1474 complete. Two weeks 
in 
London"  
All 
travel,
 room & board 
arrangements:
 The University 
Foundation,
 CSUC
 
*Free
 
travel
 not 
included
 in the price 
WRITE:
 International 
Programs,
 
California  
State 
I_Jniversity,  
ChicoCHICO,
 
CALIF.  95926  
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PCAA
 
champs
 
Wrestlers
 
win! 
By Terry Day 
FRESNO
-The SJSU wrestling 
team took its second
 
Pacific  Coast 
Athletic
 Association 
championship,  here 
Saturday as 
they bounced 
arch -rival Fresno 
State, 13542-
128,2.  
Although 
there were
 
six schools competing,
 the 
team  
championship  was 
definitely between 
the Spartans and 
Bulldogs. 
As an added bonus, three 
Spartans  will be 
traveling
 to 
Ames, 
Iowa for 
the National 
Collegiate Athletic
 
Association
 
championships
 later this month. 
Copping PCAA 
titles and NCAA 
berths  were, Danny 
Kida  
118); 
Oscar Trevino
 1126) and 
Donnell Jackson
 
heavyweight).
 
All three 
men  are no 
strangers
 to the NCAA 
finals. This will 
be 
Jackson's third 
trip while Kida 
and Trevino 
will  be 
making the trip for a second time. 
But these three 
individuals were 
only a small part
 in the 
capturing of another league title. 
Of the 
10
 spots available
 in the finals,
 SJSU filled 
seven,  
winning three 
and garnering 
four second place
 spots. All the 
Spartans drew first round byes. 
Trevino got 
the ball rolling
 in the second
 round by 
winning  
a 
close decision 
over
 FSU's Rick 
Rio  Frio. 
Kida 
followed  suit 
by
 pinning Lee 
Montoya from
 Long 
Beach State with 3:15 
left in the 
second
 round  of 
the match. 
George Jagger was shut out
 by FSU's
 
Mike  
McGough,  11-0, 
but 
Steve Dick 
came back 
to pin Victor
 Garza from
 U.C. 
Santa
 Barbara. 
Jim 
Niskanen  dropped
 a decision 
to Long Beach
 State's 
Wally  Clark in 
the 158 pound
 division, 
while Dean 
Prescott 
toyed 
with,  then 
pinned
 FSU's 
Nick
 Quintana 
in the 167 
pound  
weight class. 
Mike 
Cunningham 
put up a 
good fight 
against  FSU's 
George  Howe (177),
 but the 
defending 
PCAA
 champ 
proved  
to 
be too much for 
Cunningham,  winning 
7-1. Tom Roberts 
won his
 191 preliminary against 
a Long Beach competitor. 
Jackson rounded 
out  the first 
qualifying
 round for the 
Spartans
 by disposing the 
Bulldog's  heavy Luther 
Norred
 by 
way of a 
quick  pin in the second round
 of the match. 
SJSU's Jim 
I.ucas (142) was the first 
Spartan to make it 
into the finals, but he 
won  by not laying a 
hand
 on anybody. 
.  
Lucas 
was supposed to wrestle
 the 142 pound man from
 L.A'.' 
State,  but 
or
 some 
mysterious reason 
the L.A. wrestler
 
failed to 
make  weight in 
time for the 
match.  
Lucas was 
s irprised by not overly disappointed at not 
being able to wrestle 
in the first two rounds. 
Kida  
started  off the final round of 
action  against FSU's 
Dave 
Hernandez.  The last time these 
two
 met, Kids pulled 
out a decision in the last few 
seconds  of the match, but this 
match was going 
to be a different story. 
Hernandez 
got  off to an early 1-0 lead with 
an
 escape. 
Kida came back in typical 
fashion
 with a take down and 
was never 
to relinquish the lead again. 
Kida 
won the match
 10-5. 
Trevino 
didn't
 wait around long before winning his second 
PCAA 
title at 
126.  
Trevino started off fast 
and didn't stop until he had Long 
Beach State's Joe Vega down 6-0 with less than a minute 
remaining.  
The next two 
matches  are better forgotten, if one is an 
SJSU 
fan. 
Steve Dick from SJSU met Jeff 
Gerry,
 a two-time PCAA 
champion at 134, and Gerry showed why he has dominated 
that 
weight class for 
three years. 
After outscoring his SJSU 
opponent,  Gerry polished off 
another 
championship  year with a pin in 
the third round. 
The Bulldog's 
Gary  Reinhart made quick work 
of Lucas in 
the 
142  final, winning 3-2. 
The Spartans did not 
have  another finalist until 
Prescott  
came up against
 a tough Jay Lawson
 from UCSB.  
Lawson tagged Prescott 
early and held on for 
a 5-1 
decision. 
SJSU's 
Roberts,  a surprise finalist in 
the 190 class, and 
John Berg hooked up for
 a close battle, but Berg 
over-
powered 
Roberts
 11-2 for the decision., 
In the final event of the 
night Jackson, a two-time 
PCAA  
champ, simply 
outfought John Suter from 
San  Diego State in 
building a 5-0 lead before 
pinning
 Suter in the second round. 
It was a satisfying 
day for those who won berths 
to the 
NCAA finals. Even more satisfying
 was the team cham-
pionship, a championship that 
took  10 men to achieve. 
Cagers
 lose
 
twice,  
finish 
last
 
in 
PCAA  
A 20-foot shot at 
the buzzer 
defeated 
the  SJSU varsity 
basketball team 
Saturday
 
night, giving the Spartans 
their 
seventh
 loss in a row 
and leaving the team in last 
place in the Pacific Coast 
Athletic Association at the 
season's end. 
The last second shot gave 
San Diego State a 73-71 
victory and left the Spartans 
with 
an 11-15 seasonal 
record -identical to last 
season's mark. The 
local 
cagers, who lost all their 
PCAA road games, were 
crushed
 Thursday evening 
by the Long Beach State 
49ers, 
84-60.  The two league 
losses gave the Spartans a  2-
10 PCAA record. 
I.A. State advanced to 
Saturday's NCAA Western 
Regionals by way of a 93-87 
victory over U.C. Santa 
Barbara. PCAA champion, 
Long
 Beach, is on probation 
and ineligible for post -season 
competition. 
Although the Spartans 
dropped the decision to San 
Diego, the team shot 50 per 
cent from the floor and led at 
the half, 44-39. Top Spartan 
scorers against the Aztecs 
were Jack 
Gamulin, Ken 
Mickey and Pete Miller who 
netted 17, 14 and 14 points 
respectively. 
Against 
Long  Beach, the 
Spartans couldn't get started 
as they didn't score until the 
six minute mark. The 49ers, 
who were 
paced  by Roscoe 
Pondexter with 24 points, led 
at the half 45-27. 
Gamulin and Miller were 
again the 
leading
 Spartan 
scorers, 
as Mickey sat out 
the contest with 
a sprained 
thumb. 
ENERGY
 
CRUNCH,
 
WILD 
LIFE PRESERVATION, 
RECYCLING,
 
FUEL CONSERVATION, 
PUBLIC
 
RECREATION,
 
LAND
 
CONSERVATION,
 
HELP  
PG&E needs bright, 
well-
educated civil, 
electric  power 
and 
mechanical
 engineers,
 
and other 
technically 
oriented people to 
work  
on 
difficult and complex 
problems.  
The  burden 
is heavy. 
The  
problems  are 
many. It's 
our 
loh
 to provide
 enough 
energy for the tremendous
 
environmental  
houseclean-
ing
 ;oh that needs
 to he done 
in waste 
recycling,  smog -
free
 rapid  transit, 
fume  
incineration, and
 water 
purification.
 All of 
these  
tasks will
 require large 
amounts of gas and electric 
energy. 
If you're genuinely con-
cerned about people and the 
environment, and are man 
or 
woman  enough to work 
for realistic solutions to near 
impossible 
problems
-PG&E 
would  welcome your help. 
The pay is good and we'll 
give you all the responsi-
bility you can 
handle. 
For an employment
 inter-
view,  contact your 
placement
 
office and 
reserve  a time to 
meet with us. We'll be inter-
viewing
 on your campus 
March 11 and
 12,1974. 
IPGral-11 IE 
An Equal
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Trackmen
 
victorious
 in 
debut 
win  
double dual
 meet in 
rain
 
By Tim Robb 
Despite 
intermittent
 rain 
and chilly 
winds,  the 
SJSU
 
track 
team
 opened
 its 1974 
season 
Saturday  at 
Bud 
Winter  Field 
with a 
con-
vincing double
-dual meet 
victory 
over San 
Francisco  
State and 
Hayward
 State. 
The Spartan 
victory
 in the 
non
-scoring  meet 
was  
unofficially 
recorded as: San 
Jose 86, San 
Francisco
 28 
and 
Hayward
 15. Rain forced 
the 
cancellation
 of all 
jumping
 events. Enroute to 
taking first 
place finishes in 
nine of the 12 
events  held, the 
local 
thinclads were
 aided by 
several
 strong 
per-
formances,  especially in the 
distance  running. 
Freshman  
Dan Gruber turned 
in a 
lifetime best of 
14:14.8 in the 
three 
mile run to start the 
meet for 
the Spartans. Marc 
Genet, a sophomore 
transfer 
student from San 
Jose  City 
College, also posted a per-
sonal best of 4:11.5 
to take 
the
 honors in the mile. Sub 
four -minute miler,
 Mark 
Schilling was 
ill  and didn't 
compete. 
Bob Ebert, Pat Dutzi and 
Rich Walker ended the 
competition  for the Spartans
 
by sweeping 
the two mile 
run. Ebert won the event in 
9:13.6. 
IN SCHOOL NEATNESS COUNTS
 
OFFICE
 
EQUIPMENT
 
We 
specialize  in 
used  
typewriters  
$25.00-up 
71 E. San 
Fernando One 
block from 
campus
 
8:30-5:30
 M.F. 
9-4  Sat  
Phone  
294-2091
 
San 
Jose's 440 relay team, 
of Ike McBee, Ron 
Whitaker, 
Bob Hamilton and Vince 
Breddell, circled the
 track in 
41.6.
 Despite troubles with 
the  baton pass 
between the 
first and second 
leg, the 
Spartans
 beat second 
place 
San Francisco by 
more  than 
a full 
second.  
Greg Tinnin 
and  Bruce 
Leek, 
running into a five 
mile -per-hour wind, placed 
one-two in 
the  120 high 
hurdles. The other hurdles 
event, the 440 intermediates, 
was swept 
by
 San Jose, with 
senior Llloyd Kaster's 53.4 
pacing the
 win. 
Tom Sprink, the defending 
PCAA
 440 dash champion, 
ran a strong 48.5 quarter -
mile to 
beat
 the field. 
Spartans' Chris Giannoulas 
and 
Doug Stuart 
finished 
one-two in 
the 880, nearly 
five seconds
 ahead of the
 
third place 
finisher.  
John 
Pettus  
of San 
Francisco
 State,
 won 
both 
the 100 and
 the 220 by 
a tenth 
of a 
second. 
Pettus'  wind
-
aided  9.5 
century
 mark 
beat.  
out 
San Jose's 
Whitaker,  
while his 
21.3  in the 
220 
nipped Breddell. 
Birdwomanof
 
Sanjose 
State
 
Barbara 
Edell/356-0664
 
ml 
a)
 
campus
 rep 
of PSA. 
iinofficial  stale bird 
c,alifornia
 Over 160 
its
 
a 
day 
connecting  
if 
Northern
 
and  
Southern  
California
 
Need a 
1 
reservation/  Give your 
campus
 rep a 
little bird 
call , 
PSA gives you
 a 
lift.f
 
1 
1 
1 
3 
CLASSIFIED
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FRIDAY FLICKS 
presents  
The
 
Poseidon 
Adventure- Hell upside 
down  Who will survive? One 
of the 
greatest escape 
adventures ever! 
Combines  talents of 15 
Academy
 
Award winners Fri 0th Morris 
Daily
 Aud 50 cents by 
A Phi
 0. 
GUYS AND GALS loin 
a college age 
ballet class at Eufraria School
 of 
Ballet. Basic 
"technique"  for 
beginning dancers Small classes, 
individual attention
 Beverly 
Eufraria
 Grant, director, 241 1300 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign 
ups now 
through 
Fell 25 
Rosters 
available in Student Ac 
tivilies  
Of 
fice
 
LEWINS
 
METAPHYSICAL
 BOOKS 
2644
 Ashby Ave. 
Berkeley,
 Ca. 94705 
Be a New 
Age Shopper
 Write for 
Free Catalogue We 
Mail The Books. 
NEED 
SMALL  GROUP 
for  
Friday
 
night
 for
 audition 
call 
between  18.4
 
pro 
295 
2430 Ask 
for Sue 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
AUTO INSURANCE Specialixing in 
Auto and
 Renter's Insurance 
for  
Students
 We have the 
lowest
 rates 
available  All applicants placed 
regardless of record Call 
Mike 
Foley 241 3900
 or 378 1335 for phone
 
quotation
 
AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE 
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF, 
Call 
CSIS.  originators of 
Student
 
Auto insurance. Lowest Rates. No 
Student refused. Call 289.8681 or stop 
by 404 So, 3rd St.. Second floor. 13rd 
& San Salvador) 
GAS PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH. 
Skilled rriecn
 
specialiring
 in Foreign 
cars. Economy 
& 
Sports  cars.
 Tune 1 BEDROOM  IN 
HOUSE,
 5100
 .mo. 
up, repair & front end
 alignernenf kitchen 
arty.,  color
 to,
 
Call  Ann 923 
Open Sat
 Bring 
this  
ad for 
discount.'
 5873 
797 3690 798 N 13 St 
GARDENER HANDYMAN trim 
shrubs,  tut 
lawn,  light maintenance 
every Saturday afternoon 
3-4 hours. 
STEADY Call 298-4900 
MASSUESE WANTED, fop pay 
Will
 
train Call 732 0670 any day between 
2 8 pm 
NEED I OR 2 STUDENTS
 for 
fl 
westing  
full  time  summer em 
ployment Some travel required.
 
Some selling 
Offers  above aver. 
income Call NI 3951 
after 5 pm 
OVERSEAS  JOBS  
Australia, 
Europe,
 S. America,
 Africa, 
Students 
all professions and 
oc-
cupations
 5700 to
 
$3000 
monthly.  
Expenses
 paid, 
overtime,  sight 
seeing. Free information. TRANS
 
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. 
Al. 
P.O. Box 603. Corte 
Madera, Ca. 
94925
 
PART-TIME 
DEMO,  needed for 
Microwave ovens. Hr 8. Days flex. 
will
 train. Car 
necessary.
 
53 
per hr 
Company Refr on 
campus
 to in 
terview Wed 27th Contact Miss 
Wilkes  at part time employ 
cent
 
122 S. 9th 277 2277 
RED BARRON RESTURANTE Is now 
acceptingapplications 
for 
part  time 
host. & food, cocktail waitress. 
Apply in 
person.  Ask 
for Jay 
9236010  
SITTER NEEDED for 4 yrs old 
Michelle  Tues eves, 7 10 53 Dave 
743 1316 am. or 293 0576 eves 
WAITRESS, cocktail and food, part 
time, 21 yes old Call 
297-7209
 
HOUSING  
STUDENT
 CAR INSURANCE 
with 
Farmers 
Ins Group 25 per 
cent 
discount for 30 
GPA  low non smoker 
rat, also Call days 948 0223 
FOR
 SALE 
4 FOOT OLACKLIGHT 
S33,95 
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT 
512.99. NEW SUMMER KING SIZE 
TAPESTRIES S7.50
 INCENSE 
PACK OF 
25
 
for 29 cents LARGE 
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS 
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES, 
IRON ON TRANSFERS
 75 cents 
IMPORTED
 WALKING CANES 
FROM INDIA. PIPES AND 
PARAPHANALIAS. 
STROBE 
LIGHTS. ONE BLOCK FROM THE 
COLLEGE SOB SAN FERNANDO 
ST
 
SAVE THIS AD. Most rnalor brands of 
quality stereo components available 
at dealer cost plus 10 per 
cent. 
Additional discounts 
available
 On 
guaranteed  used equipment. 
Lowest
 
prices In 
the  Bay Area. Call 252 2028 
after S 
Pm 
VITAMINS  
COSMETICS, 
photofinishing & 
lots
 Of strange 
things 
Al
 Bill's
 College Pharmacy.
 
61
 W1LLYS, 4WD PU, 
rebuilt trans L 
transfer
 case, new 
clutch. Chevy
 283 
VS, 5950, Call  Dale, 295.2534
 
HELP WANTED 
DRIVER.STOCKCLERK to work IS 
hours 
per day Hours flexible to
 it
 
class schedule Must know city well 
and 
have good driving 
record $125 
an 
hour STEADY 
Call
 Mrs While 
2994990
 
2 BEDROOM APT. 11155. Art Studio or 
basement
 $10.
 
on llth 
SI.  Call 292 
6106 
CLEAN, QUIET,
 FURNISHED one 
bdrm 
apt, IT, blks from campus 
Has much storage space. own 
car  
stall,  & many extra features S135 
mo 
L fully refundable deposit.
 556 S 
5th St Apt 20, 
call
 
395-7553.
 
FOR 
RENT
 2 bedroom
 unfurn. apt
 
Willow 
Glen Area, 
water  and gar 
bage 
pd
 no 
pets.  S150 and 
5160
 Per 
mo Call 298 
0972 
FOR RENT Single rm. (turn.) 152 
month; includes
 
tail
 kit,  
priv
 
hug* 
stereo, space, etc. etc, Call 99E9526 
ask for Mike Low 1/6 S. 10111 San 
Jose.
 Men only. 
FOR RENT
 3 bdrm. 
house S. 
Ilth SI. 
Unfurn, 
lrg.
 back 
yard.  Nice 
basement,
 Ideal 
studio  space
 5225 
mo 
or 1200 
rno if 
on
 1 yr, lease 
Call
 
293 7464 9 5 Pm 
FREE  COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single) 
exchange  for 11/2 hrs ranch & 
home work 
per  day Car 
necessary. 
. 2 bath. 5 mi. to campus. 14750 
Clayton Rd. 
350-1276
 
LA DONNA
 APTS. 1 
bedroom  apts. 
S130 w new 
carpets
 and furs. Quiet
 
atmosphere,  near 
campus. 385 S. 
4th 
St. 
Call Ben, 
2018383
 
or
 John 
356 
5700 
MEN -Large, cheerful rooms,
 wall to 
wall carpet, furnace heat IL outside 
entrance. 406 S. llth St. 
MODERN 
APTS.  460 5. 
4th St.
 5200 
210.
 2 bdrrn-2bath. I bdrm. 
-130  135., 
also sleeping rms. at S75. Private 
balconies,
 off st. parking. Tel 275 
6669 or 293 5974. 
ONE 
BEDROOM FURNISHED 
or 
unfurnished. 5125 per
 month 
Excellent
 location Walking distance 
to campus. 140 North 
15th St. Call for 
an 
appointment  344 3650. 
ROOMMATE
 NEEDED
 
to
 share
 3 
bdrm 
2 
bath  house on N 
19th  St S95 
mo
 5II7 deposit
 Dan 277 
4000
 no 
4701 or 998 2027 
S1'UDIOS110
 OR ROOM
 $46. both 
near  
campus,
 990-9510 or 
295  7438 after 3 
Pm. 
TOWNHOUSE APT. Ps 
bath ourn 
Available March 1st 
blk from 
Eng. Bldg. 294 7788
 or CIO 3277 after 
7 P.m 
WANT FEMALE 
ROOMMATE,
 20 25. 
3 born, apt Campbell area.
 total 
585 
mo Call Pam 294 1064 or aft 6, 371 
5392 
WILLOW GLEN
 WEST is a quiet 
and  
ideal student
 living Setting 10 min 
from 
campus near Curtner and old 
Almaden Road Two 
and 
Three  
Bedroom
 units and TOwnhouseS, 
furnished
 and Unfurnished, Patios, 
Balconies, Spacious pleasant
 
grounds, Pool, Saunas. Sec Room, 
Starting 5175 00 WILLOW GLEN 
WEST APTS 2118 
Canoes Gardens 
Ave, 266 1474. 
LOST
 
& 
FOUND 
FOUND Small dog,  
male,  long hair, 
grey Ian a. 
white  Cali 
967 0549 
PERSONALS
 
DO YOU KNOW ..,  the difference 
behveen
 Haman and Mordecai? 
Join  
us for a Purim Costume Party Mar. 
9th Hillel 441 S. 10th 293-4108 
JOIN with us for
 the weekend of 
Mar.  
22 with the
 Hassidim from 
Berkeley
 
Call
 Millet, 441 S. 10th,
 293-4108 
MEN! WOMEN!
 JOBS ON SHIPSI 
No experience required. Excellent 
PaY.
 
Worldwide
 travel. Perfect 
stammer lobar career. Send  53.00  for 
information. 
SEAFAX.
 Dept. 1-C 
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles, 
WashingtOn 98362
 
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN 
w C P and  
voice defect is 
looking 
for a 
lasting 
relationship  
with  an 
understanding
 female FREE rent 
offered in exchange for 
kindness  & 
FOmPanIonShIP
 
Call
 298 2308 
aft  5 
Pm 
WOMAN 
SOUGHT Are you a petite, 
shy female perhaps in her late 
twenties? 
This
 mate and you 
may 
share a common bOnd. Call 347.3754 
SERVICES 
BOOKBINDING
 
Theses,
 
Manuscripts,
 
collected
 
papers,
 
magazines
 etc.. 
Prompt 
service. 
Day Or 
Eve. 356 
1912 
EXPERIENCED
 THESIS 
TYPIST 
Master's
  Reports - 
Dissertations  
Marianne 
Tamberg
 - 137 Escobar
 
Ave 
TelephOne,  356 
4248
 Los Gatos 
EXPERIENCED
 
TYPING
-Electric,
 
Term  
Papers,
 
Thesis,  
etc 
Depend
 
able
 
Call  
Mrs 
Allen
 
2941313
 
RENT A TV OR STEREO, trap 
delivery, free 
service. Call Eschets, 
251 
2598
 
STUDENT TYPING - Close top 
Campos 65 cents
 
page. 998,1869 
TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can 1 
edit 
papers and Masters. Near 
City
 
College Mrs. Aslanian 298,4104
 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle, 
All 
Natural  color, 
photography
 
for 
your wedding. You keep all photos 
taken plus the original negatives 
and a free white embossed
 album. 
Budget priced for highest quality 
work. Please 
call for details 
Photography
 by Dale Maggio 792.d 
2601 
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING. 
Eighth
 
annual  
on
 regimented 
student
 programs 8 wks. 
in
 Europe 
wks in Israel Europe 
6 wks e 
Europe 
Contact
 
Barbara
 Nevins 
Student Services West, Inc 287 8240 
EUROPE ISRAEL
 -- AFRICA.; 
STUDENT 
FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
 
11 
ROUND,
 CONTACT: 
ISCA,  11647n 
San Vicente Blvd. Apt. 
No 4 L.A 
Calif. 90049 TEL, 12131 826.5669 or d 
17141 287 3010 
FLYING SOON? Well, "It 
pays
 lobe 
young with TWA". Your TWA 
Campus Representative 
Bilin 
Crawford
 725.7262 can 
help  you., 
make your GETAWAY Fly 01 11 
per,.  
cent 
Off  with TWA
 Youth
 passport
 8.1i 
lake
 up 
to
 24 months 
to 
pay with a 
FREE
 GETAWAY 
CREDIT  CARD 
Call 225 
7262
 for 
information 
after() 
500 
For 
reservahOrIS
 
call 298 
6600  
or your local 
travel
 
agent
 
SUMMER  FLIGHTS 
TO
 
EUROPE  
1349 
rd Pip plus 
inter
 
European
 
flights,
 rail 
passes.  
international
 ID 
cards and more Ask for
 Barbara
 at 
Student  Services
 West. 23$
 East SI 
Clara, 
No 710 or 
phone
 287.0301.  
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